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Abstract:

These capabilities promote the use of
hypertext in areas as diverse as software
engineering, technical documentation,
and computer-assisted instruction.

This panel will employ two different
interpretations of the phrase *‘growing
up” to address areas of common interest
between hypertext and information
retrieval researchers. First, the panelists
will question whether or not hypertext is
“growing up” as a scientific discipline;
They will discuss characteristics that separate hypertext research from other related
disciplines. Second, the panelists will
discuss the problems encountered when a
hypertext system *‘grows up” in size and
complexity;
They will discuss the very
real problems expected when representing
and integrating large knowledge bases,
accommodating multiple users, and distributing single logical hypertexts across
multiple physical sites.

A number of issues serum common to
most hypertext discussions. These
compoinclude assumptions of hyprnext
nent modularity,
the need for index
structures “external” to the hypertext, the
importance of link and component typing,
the utility of absaact models for
hypertext, and the feasability of automatic
generation of hypertexts from pledia
currently distributed in some other form.
Addressing the critical aspects of these
issues should lead to a number of
provocative questions regarding the
practical role hypertext can play in the
management of information.

The panelists will not lecture, but they
will advance a number of themes
including “the Myth of Modularity”
(Frisse), “New Architectures Employing
Hyperconcept Databases” (Agosti),
“Hypertext in Software Engineering”
(Bruandet), “Automatic Hypertext
Generation” (Hahn), and “Large-Scale
Hypertexts” (Weiss).

One of hypertext’s principle features is
the ability to support direct machinesupported links between discrete
hypertext components 191. Although
hypertext components often play the role
of “tiny documents” and serve as the
fundamental unit of indexing and
retrieval, they differ from traditional
documents in their smaller size and
explicit relationships defined by the links.
Component size may diminish retrieval
performance because few concepts arc
associated with each component. If the
components are derived from a larger
document, they may violate independence
assumptions because a concept formerly
expressed completely in one document is
now distributed across many
components.

I. Overview
Hypertext5 consist of a database of
discrete components (text, graphics,
video, audio), links connecting the text
components, and tools for creating and
navigating through the combination of
components and links [9,25,28].
Hypertext’s flexible
structure facilitates
creation of multiple unique “paths”
through a single corpus of literature.
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Hypertext links serve three functions
[ 10,12,16,29].
First, links denote
associations between two highly related
hypertext components. Second, links
representing hierarchical structures allow
for generalization and abstraction. Third,
human computer interfaces can use links
to facilitate visualization of relationships
denoted by the hypertext.
3. Indexes “exrend’

represent indexing concepts in the
hyperconcept database. Cross-reference
links are used in the structuring of
hypertext database components;
Semantic links make associations
between topic nodes in the hyperconcept
database; Connection links connect
components in the hypertext database
with topic nodes in the hyperconcept
database.

ru the hyperrexi

5. Abstract Models

Traditional hypertext link-based browsing
is a search process whose performance is
profoundly affected by the degree to
which locally optimal choices result in a
globally optimal hypertext path;
perfommce
deteriorates as a hypertext
grows in size or becomes less formally
structured. Halasz and others argue that
in these circumstances browsing must be
augmented with “global” search
capabilities [11,12,13,21,23].
These
capabilities require the addition of an
index structure “external” to the
components and links constituting the
hypertext database. The added index
structure allows quicker access to
individual components and allows access
directly to two or more documents
unconnected -by links if the components
share some string, keyword or attribute.
Agosti calls this structure, the
“hyperconcept database” [ 1,2,3,4].

Hypertext systems have appeal to the
software engineering field because they
can combine database methods that
provide direct data access with interface
methods that permit document browsing
[ 17,241. Software engineering
applications, some believe, will require
abstract models more complex than the
simple directed graph model representing
most hypertexts [7]; Models reported in
the literature include those based on firstorder logic [ 183, hypergraphs [30],
Petri-nets [29], and object-oriented
representations 1221. Abstract models
would allow one to search on the basis of
hypertext structure [ lo].
6. Automated

hypertext

generution

Many hypertexts are constructed from
books or document collections. In these
circumstances the text must be
decomposed into individual components
united ‘by structural
Iinks. This process is
dependent on modularity assumptions
used to define component scope and
indexing techniques used to represent the
documents. When indexing, individual
components are characterized and
represented deterministically
with
structured data (e.g., author name, date
Additional structured
of publication).
terms [auxiliary data) are produced by an
index process in order to represent further
the component’s semantic content.
Auxiliary data are neither complete nor
unique descriptors of component content.
The indexing process used to produce
auxiliary data is not deterministic;
The
content can be interpreted and described
in different ways depending on the

Hyperconcept databases allow one to
infer new query terms on the basis of
user queries and reader feedback [8,14].
In principle, one could employ a number
of hyperconcept databases, each created
by different indexing methods and each
operating in parallel on the same
hypertext database. Users or programs
could then select at “run time” the
hyperconcept database most appropriate
to the circumstance.
4. Node and Link Types
The hypertext database and the
hyperconcept database each can have
different node and link typs.
Text nodes
represent hypertext components in the
hypertext database and topic nodes
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observer’s perspective and information
needs. Accordingly auxiliary data
pointers perform many of the same tasks
as hypertext content links.

Automatic hypertext production is
difficult to achieve. Decomposing
conventional text into a network of
components requires many decisions
which may impact greatly on component
classiftcation and hypertext use.
Although success has been realized when
documents are modular in nature and
hierarchical in organization, it is not clear
how these techniques can be generalized
to other literature, nor is it clear how one
can integrate multiple smaller hypertexts
into a single larger hypertext.

Automatic indexing remains a topic of
active research in the hypertext field
[5,11,12,14,15].
Salton and colleagues
suggest that their approach towards fulltext document retrieval can be used
successfully to determine content links
between hypertext components f27], but
this claim is controve&&
Hahn’s
TOPIC system employs a model of
knowledge- based text condensation that
transforms text-representation structures
into more abstract thematic descriptions
of text content. This process attempts to
discard irrelevant knowledge structures
and to retain only salient concepts. The
topical structure of text is then
represented in a hierarchical text graph
which supports variable degrees of
abstraction for text su mmarization as well
as content-oriented reh-ieval of text
knowledge. These text graphs provide a
methodology for the automatic generation
of hypertexts from full-text files. When
applied to hierarchical hypertexts, these
principles permit multiple levels of
information granularity and abstraction features useful to design and use of largescale hypertext systems [ 19,20,26].
8. Discussion

Although abstract models have the
potential to enhance retrieval from and
understanding of hypenexts, very little
work has moved from the speculative
stage to the large-scale experimental
stage. Among the many factors
responsible for this slow movement is the
lack of robust hypertexts of suffikient size
and complexity to warrant full-scale
research projects. The usual claim is that
lack of information retrieval techniques
impedes the delivery of large-scale
hypertexts, but it may be instead that
appropriate experiments are not available
because large-scale hypertexts have not
been made available to the appropriate
researcher.
Controversy over the applicability to
hypertext of techniques like Salton’s will
parallel that taking place when addressing
full-text document collections 163. It is
possible however that in hypertext the
discussions are impeded not so much by
a lack of information retrieval techniques
as by a lack of experimental methodology
suitable to evaluate a retrieval technique’s
efficacy when applied to hypertext.

Topics

Hypertext developers often ignore link
semantics when creating information
retrieval systems for hypettexts and
address information retrieval needs by
equating hypertexts with a collection of
unrelated “tiny documents.”
If each
hypertext component has less information
content than a conventional document and
if the organizational information
expressed through links is not
considered, it becomes harder to argue
that conventional methods will prove
satisfactory. This argument would hold
true even if very elegant external
“hyperconcept databases” are applied to a
hypertext.

As hypenexts become larger, hypertext
servers will be necessary. This necessity
will require developers to understand
how multiple users will share the same
hypertext and how hypertexts can be
distribute-d across multiple servers. In
contrast to distributed file systems,
distribution of hypertext components will
be made arbitrarily in order to preserve
transparency of the disaibuted system.
This distribution scheme will produce an
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unbounded amount of interconnection
among the hypertext components, and
even small changes could place a
tremendous burden on the network
uniting the servers . Full transparency
could bring unpredictable performance.
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